OUR SPEAKERS CAN CREATE AN INTERESTING SOUND. SILENCE.

Most speakers only create sound. Ours, on the other hand, can also take it away. Microphones inside the cabin constantly monitor unwanted engine noise. When noise is detected, opposing frequencies are broadcast through the speakers to eliminate it, literally fighting sound with sound. The result is dramatically reduced engine noise for a quieter, more comfortable cabin. Active Sound Control in the Acura TSX V-6. The most innovative thinking you’ll find, you’ll find in an Acura. Learn more at Acura.com.
“The moment I saw The Tamalpais, I knew it was the right place for me. I am a person who lives in the moment, so I like knowing I don’t have to spend my time worrying about the future.”

Resident T-Y Shen, Retired economics professor and avid hiker

You can’t know what the future will bring. But you can be prepared for it.

To find out how you can gain the peace of mind shared by T-Y Shen and all our Life Care residents, call Nancy Martin at 415.464.1754, and ask about our new contract options.
### JANUARY
- **15** Teen Night, 6:30pm
- **15** First preview, 8pm
- **20** Opening-night dinner, 6pm, Bistro Liaison
- **20** Opening night, 8pm
- **22** Tasting: Almare Gelato, 7pm
- **22** Aurélia’s Oratorio post-show discussion, 8pm
- **23** Tasting: Artesa Vineyards & Winery, 7pm
- **24** Tasting: Raymond Vineyards, 6pm
- **24** Aurélia’s Oratorio final performance, 7pm
- **29** Tasting: Bison Brewery, 7pm
- **30** Tasting: Kokomo Wines, 7pm
- **31** Tasting: Ale Industries, 6pm

### FEBRUARY
- **3** Teen Council Meeting, 5pm
- **4** Student matinee, noon
- **4** Post-show discussion, 8pm
- **5** Tasting: Dr. Kracker, 7pm
- **6** Tasting: Bison Brewery, 7pm
- **6** Backstage Tour, 9am
- **9** Post-show discussion, 8pm
- **13** Tasting: Cupkates, 7pm
- **18** Student matinee, noon
- **19** Post-show discussion, 8pm
- **21** Tasting: Ale Industries, 6pm
- **26** Concerning Strange Devices from the Distant West, Teen Night, 6:30pm
- **26** Concerning Strange Devices from the Distant West, first preview, 8pm
- **28** Final performance

---

### CALENDAR
Unless otherwise noted, all pre- and post-show events are for Coming Home.

Docent presentations take place one hour before each Tuesday and Thursday performance for the run of the show.
Some playwrights are seers. Through the prism of their watchful eyes they take stock of the world, telling stories that reflect the values of our culture and the trends of our time. If they are especially gifted and resilient, their body of work starts to take on the look of a living history, a three-dimensional pictograph that chronicles our society. Over the course of time we see the arc of our lives: our dreams and behavior and psychology set against the backdrop of larger events, events we can’t entirely understand when they are occurring because of the limitations of our perspective. The playwright/seer widens the lens and enables us to see a larger picture.

South African playwright Athol Fugard is one such artist. His artistic strategy is deceptively simple. He examines the lives of “normal” people who want normal things: a young woman who lives on her grandfather’s farm wants to leave to pursue her dreams in the big city; a brother returns to his boyhood home seeking the comfort of his sibling; two ragged wanderers meet on a riverbank to scavenge for food. These are a few of the situations one finds in a typical Fugard play. The relationships of the central characters are always marked by deep intimacy and the endless yearning of one human heart to connect with another.

But over the course of these seemingly simple narratives, Fugard explores big, complicated issues. The young woman seeks a new, independent identity that is in revolutionary conflict with her grandfather’s old-school views of the world. The returning brother engages in power games with his sibling, which reveals a mountain of repressed racism. The two food scavengers turn out to be husband and wife, seeking to reclaim a shred of their former humanity. Everyday behavior, in Fugard’s plays, is always metaphorically potent, steeped as it is in the traumatic political history of South Africa. It is safe to say that his work has become the most important cultural record of the history of apartheid and the post-revolutionary modern era.

Coming Home is Fugard’s attempt to reconcile the dreams of the Mandela revolution with the violence and corruption that have marred that nation’s progress. A woman returns home with her child. Idealistic dreams have been replaced with sober realities. At stake is the fate of her children. At stake is the fate of a nation. Gordon Edelstein, the artistic director of Long Wharf Theatre and a longtime friend, brings a wealth of experience and talent to this moving and powerful story. He has directed many of Fugard’s plays, and the two have developed a deep and trusting relationship. They first worked on this piece at Long Wharf and have continued to work on the script with these talented actors and this team of designers. We are the lucky beneficiaries of their ongoing collaboration.

Enjoy.

Tony Taccone
THREE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FIVE CLASSROOM visits! That is how many times Berkeley Rep’s teaching artists were deployed to classrooms last season. They traveled from San Jose to Napa, from kindergartens to high schools. Demand for these programs has grown every year they have been offered, with new schools making requests each year. And what’s more, in many schools a visit to one classroom leads to requests from other teachers in that same school. Often teachers who ask us to visit one class invite us to return to that same class for follow-up presentations. When we evaluate these programs, repeat participation and increased demand for those programs is certainly an important sign of success.

Numbers, though, are only one indicator of accomplishment. We look at the quality of the classroom experience as well. We want to know that both the children and the teachers are able to learn from these programs. Are our visits enhancing the learning that is necessary for schools to achieve their academic goals? Are these programs contributing to reading comprehension? Are children learning fundamentals of writing: narrative, dialogue, character? Is the active learning improving their ability to internalize meaning? And are teachers being given new tools to enhance their own skills?

To judge from the feedback we get from schools, the answer to all of these questions is a resounding yes. Students adore these programs, and their teachers value them as well. We hear from teachers, “My students loved this program! They were completely engaged…and I saw sides of some of my students I’ve never seen before.” Also, “This was an incredible program. The students were completely engaged and interested the entire time. Their comprehension was deepened with the acting of the play. I learned that I can use some of these strategies in my classroom.” It is no surprise to us that while children learn theatre skills, they also develop a capacity for critical thinking, empathy, collaboration, and the pleasure of being recognized (and applauded) for work well done.

All of this is my way of sharing with you a program that we’ve found enriches the schools. In fact, we’ve found it so valuable that we’ve made the decision, in this time of such economic hardship, to make visits available to public schools at no cost. In addition, a group of very generous funders has made it possible to offer additional workshops and residencies at deeply subsidized rates.

If you are aware of a school that would benefit from this program, please encourage staff or administrators to contact us for a free visit. Or if you’d prefer, contact our School of Theatre and we will follow up with that school on your behalf. See page 11 for more information.

We welcome your help in placing this program in schools, where it can genuinely make a difference.

Sincerely,

Susie Medak
There are great artists in every field. We invite you to call one of ours!

1495 Shattuck Avenue, CA • 510.486.1495
www.CaliforniaMoves.com
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TRATTORIA

A casual trattoria featuring the simple rustic food of Florence, with pizza, full bar and an all Italian wine list

Open daily for lunch, brunch and dinner; reservations & walk-in seating

1788 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, Ca 94709
510-704-8004
www.trattoriacorso.com
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while we’re in the midst of an extraordinary season at Berkeley Rep, another one is taking shape. Very soon, a new Berkeley Rep season will be announced, with an adventurous variety of shows lined up in enticing succession. Take a look behind that season, and you’ll find an extremely complicated process that continues before, during, and after it is announced.

continued on next page

photos, clockwise from top left: playwright Naomi Iizuka (photo by Siobhan Dixon); Aurélia Thierrée in Aurélia’s Oratorio (photo by Richard Haughton); Lou Ferguson and Roslyn Ruff in Coming Home (photo by T. Charles Erickson); John Gallagher, Jr. and Tony Vincent in American Idiot (photo courtesy of mellopix.com); the cover of Matthew Sweet’s classic album Girlfriend; and J.C. Cutler in Tiny Kushner (photo courtesy of mellopix.com)
Tony Taccone, Berkeley Rep’s artistic director, leads the charge in choosing the shows for each season. He is joined in that effort by his artistic staff, which includes Associate Artistic Director Les Waters, Literary Manager and Dramaturg Madeleine Oldham, and Artistic Associate and Casting Director Amy Potozkin.

“There’s no formula for this, no hard and fast rules. We look for the seven most compelling projects,” Mad- eleine says.

Ideas appear from all over. Some come from long-standing relationships with theatre artists who want to come back to Berkeley Rep, as with Tony Kushner and this season’s Tiny Kushner. Others come from the Theatre’s commissioning program, such as Naomi Iizuka’s Concerning Strange Devices from the Distant West. Still others come from co-productions such as Lisa Kron’s The Wake with Center Theatre Group or shows brought in from other regional theatres such as Coming Home, which had a successful run at Long Wharf Theatre in Connecticut.

“Then there’s the rest of it,” Tony explains. “I’m talking to directors about projects year-round, tracking writers and scripts, and keeping an eye on shows that are successful somewhere else that might be good for our audience.” Les adds, “Things fall into place, things drop out and in, and at times the decisions are completely pragmatic. But our connections and relationships with artists are going deeper and wider than ever before.”

In addition to Berkeley Rep’s own commissioning program, the artistic staff attends festivals for new work across the country such as the Sundance Institute Theatre Lab, Just Add Water (Jaw), the University Playwright Workshop at the Kennedy Center, and the Humana Festival of New Plays in Louisville.

“The season isn’t meant to be a predictable collection,” says Madeleine, who travels to many festivals and workshops. “We look for shows that have energy and life about them. You can tell when something is really special, the kind of show that isn’t just a hit with critics and audiences but is artistically innovative. It’s the whole package. Projects like that tend to rise up. They’re special, and they have a buzz about them.”

Madeleine recalls seeing a 2007 workshop of Girlfriend at TheatreWorks in Mountain View. “I loved how the audience responded to it,” she recalls. “The tone was so appealing in that it was sweet without being saccharine. It was authentically and genuinely charming.” Les is particularly excited to tackle Girlfriend, having never directed a musical before. “Not knowing how to do it may benefit me,” Les muses. “I like the stuff that fright- ens me, the new territory and the things I don’t know how to do keep me on my toes.” The show is another
AS SECRETARY OF THE NATIONAL Endowment for Humanities James Leach recently told the LA Times, “In the Great Depression...we spent far more on the arts and humanities, relative to [national economic output] than we do today... The public coalesced around the notion that it was important to bring perspective to issues of the day.” The former Republican senator continued, “The arts and humanities are fundamental to our society, particularly in difficult times. Nothing is more important to understanding what’s happening in society, particularly in a fast-changing world.”

The Berkeley Rep School of Theatre works with schools in all nine Bay Area counties, which have seen their arts and humanities budgets decimated in recent years. Teaching artists from the School of Theatre work with classroom teachers to integrate theatre arts with curricula in one-, three-, or 10-hour workshops that focus on acting, playwriting, or stage combat. In one such workshop, called performance lab, students create an original play based on a curricular topic or inspiration from a show in the Berkeley Rep season.

The outreach program is designed to develop students’ writing, reading comprehension, empathy, imagination, and collaborative skills. Dave Maier, Berkeley Rep’s outreach coordinator, explains, “We try to get the students to recognize their connection to the wider world and see how the choices we all make affect that outside world, as well as our own daily lives.”

Dave recently taught performance lab with students from Skyline High School using Athol Fugard’s Coming Home as a text. “A lot of the kids didn’t realize how recently apartheid ended in South Africa,” Dave notes. “They guessed it ended in the 1960s, like around the time of the American Civil Rights Movement. Some of them vaguely knew what apartheid was, but they couldn’t believe, for instance, that as recently as the 1980s, black African students simply weren’t allowed—by the government—to study math or science.”

As the students worked their way through the play, Dave led group conversations about the themes and dramatic action. During the Coming Home lab, Dave was surprised that students saw more similarities than differences between their own lives and the life of the main character. “They totally identified with Veronica’s dream of becoming a famous singer, moving away from home, and wanting to be independent,” he recalls. “And they saw the obstacles in her community as similar to theirs: violence, poverty, drugs, and pregnancy.”

After finishing the play, the students got their first writing assignment. Each of them created an original profile that explored a character’s background as well as his or her dreams and motivations. Next, the students broke into
When she left her native bay area in the early ’80s, Kitty Muntzel was an artist and a teacher, with students ranging in age from kindergarten to the golden years. She landed in St. Paul, and while touring the Minnesota Opera, she heard the costume shop was looking for stitchers to help build costumes for Humperdinck’s *Hansel and Gretel*.

“I thought I’d like to give it a try,” Kitty recalls. “As an artist, I had learned to sew working on fiber sculptures, and I had experience in taking something flat and making it three-dimensional.”

Kitty quickly discovered a love for sewing. After a year under the apprenticeship of Gail Bakkom at Minnesota Opera, Kitty began working in costume shops around the country, from the Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis to San Francisco Opera to the Folger Theatre in Washington, DC. With each new experience, her skills grew, as did her title.

In the summer of 1989, Kitty came home to the Bay Area when she became a draper at Berkeley Rep. Now celebrating her 20th anniversary with the Theatre, Kitty can most often be found in the costume shop adjacent to the Thrust Stage.

First comes the costume designer’s sketch, which in this case is for the character of Mrs. Daldry played by Maria Dizzia (who wore this same design during the show’s Broadway run). Kitty’s job is to realize the designer’s vision, and she starts with what lies underneath the garment that will help create the proper silhouette. Using muslin (an inexpensive, workman-like fabric), and employing the actor’s measurements, Kitty begins draping the dress form to create a mock-up for the garment that will then be used for the actor’s first fitting. Once adjusted on the actor, the parts of the muslin garment are traced onto sturdy brown paper, which then become pattern pieces in the costume puzzle.

Beautifully draped

*Kitty Muntzel celebrates 20 years in Berkeley Rep’s costume shop*

*BY CHAD JONES*
Those final pattern pieces are then used by Kitty’s “first hand”—costume speak for “assistant”—and a crew of stitchers to cut the fabric and begin building the actual costume.

During a “build” for a show, there is never an idle moment in the costume shop. Kitty is involved in constant cutting, fitting, stitching, and, most importantly, problem-solving to make sure each costume looks and works exactly as it’s supposed to in terms of the designer’s vision and the actor’s mobility.

“Kitty has an amazing aesthetic and a really great eye,” observes Maggi Yule, Berkeley Rep’s costume shop manager. “She pays a lot of attention to detail, and everything she makes is beautifully done.”

—Maggi Yule, costume shop manager
Young actors shine on the professional stage

BY AMANDA MARGULIES

ON A RAINY FRIDAY AFTERNOON in downtown Berkeley, nine docile boys between the ages of five and 12 sit around a table repeating the word “mommy.” “Mawmy,” intones dialect coach Lynne Soffer. “M-a-w-m-y.” The children repeat in unison, each time sounding more and more like they’ve just been beamed into the Berkeley Rep rehearsal hall from an elementary school in Johannesburg. Amy Potozkin, Berkeley Rep’s casting director, looks on and nods in encouragement. She knows that among the small group are two actors who will eventually play young and old Mannetjie in Berkeley Rep’s production of

Coming Home by Athol Fugard.

For the past 20 seasons, Amy has been casting nearly every production at Berkeley Rep. It’s a role she knows well, and — judging by the enthusiasm with which she greets the boys and their parents — it’s a job she enjoys. Wearing a black velvet blazer with a bright flower pin, Amy observes the workshop, offers helpful suggestions, and passes out snacks and water bottles. “They’ve just come from school. They’re probably hungry,” she whispers while thoughtfully arranging apple slices on a plate as the dialect coach begins introducing the nine finalists to the unique tonalities of a South African accent.

“I want every child who auditions at Berkeley Rep to have a positive experience,” Amy explains. “During the casting process, I reinforce the positive and offer ideas and direction to yield the best of what each child has to offer. After the casting decisions are made, I call every child who auditioned and offer feedback so the child feels good about the process and learns something new in preparation for the next audition — whether it’s at Berkeley Rep or somewhere else.”

“What happens if I forget my accent during the show?” a prospective Mannetjie asks politely. It’s easy to forget that these poised students are children and not adults. The youngest among them is five. Reluctant to leave his mother’s side, he buried his face in her embrace and refused to let go until she agreed to enter the rehearsal hall and sit with him for the first few minutes of the workshop.

Were Glee or Toddlers and Tiaras our only evidence, one would think that all auditions for child performers were filled with overbearing stage parents and perky offspring with disarmingly confident handshakes and flashy smiles. Instead, the parents of these children calmly wait outside the rehearsal hall. While some close their eyes to relax, others engage in small talk. No ostentatious affectations, no bragging about a child’s previous experience or professional work, no loud phone calls to agents. One does not get the impression that these parents possess a master plan to spawn the next sitcom star. In fact, some of the children working on their South African drawl have yet to perform on a stage — let alone take part in an audition. With young actors, it’s not the amount of experience that Amy looks for as much as raw talent and the ability to embody a role.

When Amy casts children for a Berkeley Rep production, she begins by reaching out to agents, schools, and acting students in the Berkeley Rep School of Theatre. While adult actors might travel from as far as New York, the majority of children who audition at Berkeley Rep are from the Bay Area. The first round of auditions for Coming Home brought in nearly 40 children, nine of whom were invited to a callback. The unique demands of the role — to adopt a South African accent (“with a Dutch influence,” clarifies Lynne) — merit a special workshop to help the children prepare for their final audition with Gordon Edelstein, the show’s director. Ultimately four children are cast: one to play the role of the young Mannetjie, one as the
older Mannetjie, and two understudies. Casting two children for each role accommodates school schedules and illness, not to mention the demands that daily rehearsals and eight performances a week for two months can place on top of school and homework. Approximately two weeks of rehearsals precede the first preview performance of the six-week run of a standard Berkeley Rep production. “It can be very demanding,” says Karen Racanelli, Berkeley Rep’s general manager.

Once casting is complete, age and state labor laws will determine the number of hours a child actor can rehearse. On school days, children under the age of eight can work up to 2½ hours, 9-to-15-year-olds can work up to 3½ hours, and 16- and 17-year-olds are permitted to work up to 4½ hours a day. To avoid interfering with regularly scheduled school hours, children are typically called to rehearsal between 4 and 7pm during the week. On non-school days, rehearsals can increase to six, seven, and eight hours for each respective age group.

When not on stage, child actors are usually busy catching up on homework. An experienced studio teacher is present throughout the rehearsal and performance process to ensure that children don’t fall behind in their schoolwork. On the occasional days when children are required to miss school—for technical rehearsals, matinees, and the like—the studio teacher gives lessons to make up for missed classes. “Wranglers” are also on hand to provide additional supervision when parents are not present. And for the precocious ones who finish all their homework, the studio teacher has an endless assortment of games at her fingertips to keep them occupied.

But all of this is still a long way from the rehearsal hall where nine boys attend a dialect workshop.

“Thirsty.”

“Stupid.”

“Remember the liquid u,” coaches Lynne. “S-t-y-o-o-pid.”

The ease with which the children pick up these unique vowel sounds is remarkable. “This time try pursing your lips into an oval shape and say ‘look.’” Once again, the children repeat with eerie accuracy. Do they grasp the concept of dialect? The five-year-old casts a quizzical look each time he is asked to repeat words with the proper dialect inflection. Do they understand the subtle changes in their inflections?

“You’re still doing a British accent,” taunts one aspiring Mannetjie to another, who simply shrugs and looks away. Evidently some do know the difference.
small groups and worked together bringing some or all of the original characters into one unified 15-minute scene or mini-play. At this stage, the students collaboratively wrote dialogue, created choreography, and designed visual elements to enhance their narratives. “This is what’s unique about the benefits of teaching theatrical arts. There are so many modalities—every kid can find a way into the learning,” Dave says.

Jan Hunter, a Skyline High School teacher, is a passionate advocate for arts education and for the program offered by Berkeley Rep’s School of Theatre. She shared one of her early experiences with the program: “About four years ago, one of our first students, a really troubled student, had poor attendance and poor interest in school. He got bitten by the theatre bug, loved theater, and ended up graduating with a 4.0, then went to San Francisco State, finished his degree in theatre, and is now teaching and directing in San Francisco.” Dave remembers this particular student. “We were working with the play Zorro in Hell,” he says. “That project changed his life.” Jan adds that she has a lot of stories like this one, with students now dancing on Broadway and students performing in professional theatres. Two of her students have even been American Idol contestants. Speaking of the performance lab, Jan concludes, “I mean, these are lives being saved.”
DONORS IN THE SPOTLIGHT

Leaving a legacy of artistic excellence

BY DARIA HEPPS

Zandra, Bill, Margaret, and Dorothy are playing a role in the future of American theatre. They are members of the Michael Leibert Society, which honors dedicated supporters who have included Berkeley Rep in their estate plans.

“I believe it is important to support local nonprofits that enrich our community as well as ourselves. Berkeley Rep provides all of us with the opportunity to see live theatre — classics revisited and new and experimental productions. I have provided for Berkeley Rep in my will to honor its important influence on my children as teenage theatergoers, and to help assure that other families and growing children can have similar experiences.”

Dorothy Walker
Michael Leibert Society member
Attending with children, grandchildren, and other family and friends since 1968

“We value the power of performing arts to express emotion, articulate points of view, and encourage thought. We gave our children an extensive exposure to the arts as a core element of their upbringing. Berkeley Rep was an integral part of their education. We have included Berkeley Rep in our estate plan so that future generations can enjoy the same opportunities.”

Bill Espey and Margaret Hart Edwards
Michael Leibert Society members
Attending together since 1984

“Berkeley Rep is a great community asset, and it is the ‘jewel in the crown’ of Bay Area theatre. By making a gift from my estate, I feel that I’m making an investment in future generations.”

Zandra Faye LeDuff
Michael Leibert Society member
Attending since 1986

Making a gift through your estate is a great way to express your passion for Berkeley Rep. It can cost little or nothing now, may help reduce a tax burden on your family later, and will help artistic excellence flourish at Berkeley Rep forever.

For tools, tips, and information about estate planning and becoming a member of the Michael Leibert Society, please click berkeleyrep.org/support/leibert, or contact Daria Hepps at 510 647-2904 or dhepps@berkeleyrep.org.
SIFTING THROUGH HISTORY
A LOOK INSIDE SOUTH AFRICA

BY RACHEL VIOLA
Unlike the United States, where settlement by Europeans developed as a response to religious persecution, colonization of South Africa was grounded in economic interest. The Portuguese, who rounded the Cape in the late 15th century, sought a trade route to India. The Dutch followed hot on their heels, implementing slavery, establishing farmland, and engendering conflict with indigenous South African people as their settlements stretched across the land. Over-extended, the Dutch fell prey to the colonial advances of Britain, whose primary interest in South Africa was securing a stronghold against France.

The British made a few adjustments within their new colony. They outlawed the buying and selling of African people, a trade that had been profitable for the Dutch. Britain went so far as to allot citizenship rights to newly freed Africans. (Slaves from India, who were still considered inferior, remained permissible.) With Dutch settlers, Britain seemed generous too, permitting retention of language, customs, and legal systems. The Dutch saw that Britain was willing to make concessions and took the opportunity to push for self-governance in their settlements. Dutch nationalism grew exponentially more fervent with each successive generation. Seeking recognition for independent Dutch states within South Africa, colonists began to refer to themselves as Boers and then, finally, Afrikaners.

For Afrikaners, native-born South Africans with distinct Dutch heritage, politics were firmly grounded in national pride. The impact of British colonialism had reared its head during the South African War in the early 1900s when the Dutch once more advocated for autonomy. Conflicts with Britain devastated Boer settlements, especially when thousands of women and children were sent to concentration camps. Britain had granted land rights to formerly enslaved black South Africans, but not the Boers. In keeping with the racial prejudices of the day, the outraged Dutch claimed Britain deemed them inferior to natives.

The Dutch did ultimately establish “free states,” but a lasting anger would feed the formation of the apartheid regime, as Boer nationalism evolved into Afrikaner culture. The Afrikaners would later align with Fascist and Nazi ideals, as racism and nationalism merged in South African politics. However, mineral-rich Boer land in the eastern part of South Africa would give up findings advantageous enough to distract from these feelings until the next century.

A nation rich in hope and diversity, South Africa’s history is rooted in conflict. The country has been reluctant to acknowledge its combined African and European heritage, responding hesitantly to devastating cultural episodes such as apartheid, diamond and gold mining corruption, and slavery. Though not proud of these troubled moments, South Africans have, in recent years, finally been willing to examine this history. Stories of the people have emerged, charting the fraught trajectory of colonialism and its far-reaching implications.
Diamonds were discovered in 1867. They were unearthed in Kimberley and Johannesburg, two of the largest cities in Dutch territory. Gold was found in the same areas roughly 20 years later. The mining of the world’s most valuable minerals on Dutch-held land drove the British Parliament crazy, and they raced to install Cecil Rhodes, magnate of the notorious De Beers diamond company, as the first prime minister of the Cape Province (see map below). Given Rhodes’ personal investment in South Africa’s mines, he was expected to exert some semblance of control over diamonds and gold coming out of the Boer states. The plan backfired, touching off episodes of Anglo-Boer war as the Dutch defended their right to material wealth.

Though the British had enacted emancipation laws for African slaves, workers were now desperately needed in the mines. Indian slaves were forced into labor. This captured the attention of young Mohandas Gandhi, who arrived in South Africa in 1893 to address the situation. It was here that Satyagraha, Gandhi’s theory of passive resistance, was first put into practice, a response to inhuman mining conditions. Peaceful and violent protest in the Dutch mines prompted the British to re-examine their involvement in Boer states, and from 1908 to 1909 a National Convention met to discuss unification of the independent states comprising South Africa.

All the major parties of contemporary South African politics have their roots in the era of change which swept the country in the 1910s. Louis Botha was appointed as the first prime minister, armed with the intention to preserve ties to the British Empire. In 1912, two parties emerged with similar aims of promoting African independence: the African National Congress (or ANC, with whom Nelson Mandela would later be affiliated) and the National Party (NP). Their paths diverged, and the NP would implement a policy of apartheid when they came to power in 1948.

Much has been written about the horrors and injustices of apartheid, in which the population of South Africa was segregated, and many ethnic groups were severely repressed. Organizations committed to change, equality, and freedom were established, such as Mandela’s modernized ANC, which would initially follow Gandhi’s path of passive resistance. NP government responded quickly to the ANC’s peaceful protest, making civil disobedience punishable by prison sentence. Opposition parties were outlawed too, and then, one by one, all basic rights for black South Africans and Indians were stripped away.

The 1960s started with a whisper of hope from British Prime Minister Harold Macmillan’s famous “wind of change” speech. Macmillan spoke of African nationalism, advocating for political power distributed by merit, not skin color. South African Prime Minister Hendrik Verwoerd immediately rejected this, abolishing representation of Africans in Parliament, withdrawing from Britain’s Commonwealth of Nations, and establishing an independent South African Republic. The majority of the decade was colored in blood: the landmark shooting massacre at Sharpeville resulted in 70 deaths, and the ANC commanded by Mandela abandoned its commitment to peace, driven instead to acts of sabotage and violence. Mandela was sentenced to life imprisonment for treason against the Republic; even Verwoerd himself was not exempt from the carnage and was stabbed to death in 1966.

Rife with protest and rebellion, the 1970s were marked by South Africa’s military occupations of Angola and Namibia, deemed illegal by the International Court of Justice. The United Nations revoked South Africa’s seat and forced an arms embargo against the country. Domestic chaos followed: police opened fire on peacefully marching schoolchildren, thereby instigating the Soweto riots. Cornelius Mulder, then leader of the NP, declared the aim of apartheid policy to be the total elimination of citizenship rights for black South Africans.
Soaring gold prices bolstered the national economy in the 1980s, offering greater financial stability. Political conditions also improved when South Africa accepted a plan for Namibian independence, and the existing NP senate disbanded, replaced by multiracial representatives working toward a new constitution. Parliamentary measures were adopted to ensure a system that invited participation of all citizens in a move toward modern democracy and away from the pre-existing British format.

P.W. Botha (no relation to Louis) was appointed as the first executive state president and, by the end of the decade, he had repealed some of the most heinous legislation of apartheid. People of all races voted in local elections for the first time.

F.W. de Klerk replaced Botha as President in 1989, and in 1990 he released Mandela after 27 years in prison. By 1993, de Klerk and Mandela were jointly presented with the Nobel Peace Prize. Opposition parties were once again legal in South Africa, and the last remaining statutes of apartheid were repealed. ANC candidate Nelson Mandela was inaugurated President of South Africa in 1994, the same year the country rejoined the Commonwealth and reclaimed its seat in the United Nations. Archbishop Desmond Tutu chaired the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1996, which branded the apartheid movement a “crime against humanity.”

The ANC retained political power through the next decade, with Thabo Mbeki elected as president for two consecutive terms. South Africa became the fifth nation in the world, and the first in Africa, to acknowledge same-sex unions, and Mbeki stepped up government policy to combat corrupt officials, drug dealers, and sexual predators.

Recent years have seen social setbacks. The current ANC leader, Jacob Zuma, was elected President in May of 2009, just prior to the first economic recession in 17 years. In townships surrounding urban areas, there has been turmoil over job availability and poor living conditions, with episodes of xenophobic violence against immigrants from Zimbabwe, Malawi, and Mozambique. Multiple unions protesting varied concerns have disrupted schools, hospitals, and transportation in the biggest strikes since the end of apartheid. Zuma is trying to solve these problems by creating temporary public work opportunities and urging purchase of nationally manufactured goods. The eyes of the world will be trained toward South Africa for the 2010 World Cup, which seems both a vote of international confidence and a surefire economic stimulus. The stabilizing social effects of these types of events remain to be seen, but South Africans are optimistic the experience will help the country garner support for future decades of political calm, prosperity, and success.

LANGUAGES SPOKEN IN SOUTH AFRICA

South Africa recognizes 11 official national languages. Nomadic peoples brought their dialects south to the tip of the continent early in history, dividing into distinct linguistic groups. Several modern languages widely spoken in South Africa derive from the family of Bantu dialects that evolved through this migration.

English and Afrikaans are the two major languages of European heritage. English, obviously, was spoken by the colonizing British. Afrikaans is a derivative of early Dutch vocabulary and pronunciation, blended with snippets of German, Portuguese, Malay, and varied African languages. As the only official language of South Africa for nearly 50 years, Afrikaans is often associated with apartheid policy, having been aggressively promoted for commerce, government, and science. After the collapse of apartheid, government use of Afrikaans was replaced by English. According to the 2001 National Census, the majority of South Africa’s population speaks Zulu, Xhosa, or Afrikaans at home.

Much has been written about the horrors and injustices of apartheid. After great progress in the past few decades, however, recent years have seen new setbacks: joblessness, poor living conditions, xenophobia, and other problems have roiled the country.
Athol Fugard is a novelist, actor, director, and first and foremost, one of the great playwrights in the world today. His roots in the Karoo, the arid, topographically unique landscape of South Africa, deeply inform his work. Fugard’s compassion for his characters is laced with a rage against the injustice of apartheid, a topic never polemical but always part of his lyrical plays like Blood Knot, “Master Harold”...and the Boys, Sizwe Banzi Is Dead, and Tsotsi, the Oscar-winning film based on his novel. His work, despite threats from the government, eventually helped extend to the world a recognition of South African racist policies and the strengths and failures of the common people living under those policies.

His play Coming Home addresses the newer South African scourge — AIDS. The London Telegraph, in a November 2008 story, estimates that more than 330,000 South Africans have died of AIDS due to the government refusing anti-retroviral drugs. Avert.org claimed that as of 2007, there were 1,000 deaths a day and 5.8 million people living in South Africa with AIDS.

Fugard’s indignation at the wrongs of the world is tempered with a humility and graciousness that is truly striking. After a recent performance of Coming Home, he moved the audience with an impassioned talkback about the failures of his homeland and his love for the theatre. Below is an edited portion of our conversation on the phone, July 29, 2008.

Brad Schreiber: I hope you won’t mind talking a bit about AIDS and the government of South Africa, what has happened there and is happening there now, that influenced you to write this terrific and wonderful play.

Athol Fugard: There is no question about it, that thanks to the unbelievable idiocy, madness...of our former President Thabo Mbeki, and his minister of health, South Africa found itself dealing with a tragedy as great as any served up by the apartheid years...Now some real progress has been made in releasing the anti-retroviral drugs to AIDS sufferers but even so, this battle against our pandemic is far from over. Because you know it’s not just a question of the finances involved, but we’re up against a traditional culture which at some level resists the wisdom of the scientists. It’s a very complex and a very difficult situation. But as I say, it has improved but nowhere near enough yet for us to say we’re on top of it.

I want ask you about a more positive aspect of South Africa and your love of the Karoo. You said at the talkback at the Fountain Theatre that you tend to do your writing when you go back to South Africa.

That is true. More importantly than just doing the writing there, I find my stories there. You know, when I’m among my people, when I’m speaking my mother’s language, because my mother spoke good English but she wasn’t English. She was an Afrikaner, one of the Dutch stock, the regional Dutch stock in the country. Which is also the dominant language of that little village in the Karoo where I’ve got my South African home (New Bethesda), which I will be visiting later this year again. I go back once a year.
I’d like to know more about when you were in Johannesburg and were a clerk at the Native Commissioner’s Court, which is something that Americans are not familiar with. I wonder if you describe a bit what that court did and how the cases that were affected by apartheid influenced you.

I think it was one of the most miserable experiences of my life, in that court, where I was clerk of the court.

Really?

Because I really saw at first hand what the policy of apartheid was doing to innocent people. And basically what that court was dealing with. Well, let me start by saying during apartheid, all adult men and women were forced to carry something called the passbook... stamps that the official stamped in that book determined... where you could live, whether you could have your family with you. It controlled your life.

Right.

It controlled your life. And the first thing a white policeman always did when he saw a black man that he didn’t like or that was acting in his opinion suspiciously was to say, “Your book, please.” The court cases that came before the court where I was working dealt with offenses in terms of that book, characters who were in Johannesburg who didn’t have permission, as defined by a stamp... It was something only Kafka could have written about, because we disposed of a human being every two or three minutes. It was like... a lunatic, nightmare GM assembly line, where the accused lined up outside the door to the courtroom, in the prison yard and then let in one at a time. And dispatched for times ranging from two weeks, three weeks, two months, and also, you know, thrown out of Johannesburg, sent back after they had served their sentences, into the country where there was no work, no chance of earning a living, where their families were hungry and their children starving. Uh, man, I’m telling you, it was a nightmare. I saw how my country worked.

When you were doing Blood Knot, with Zakes (Mokae, Tony Award winner for Master Harold), was that the first time you had performed in your work? And what was the sensation of saying your own words onstage?

(Laughs.)

That’s rather different for playwrights.

“It’s so long, man. The monologues.” Fortunately, I went on to make sure that they were edited and properly cut.

(Laughs.)

I was a young writer. It sounded like from the typical young writer’s drawer or whatever. It was hideously overwritten... I mean, you so enjoy your language. Any little thing that comes up in the course of writing the play and you go up to write a couple of pages about it, you know...And that happened with me.

Did it change the way you wrote?

Doing it with Zakes you see, I never fancied myself as an actor. I’ve never fancied myself as a director. I think I’ve said this. My essential identity is that of a writer. But the plays I was writing, the stories I wanted to tell, nobody else in South Africa would touch with a bloody march pole. It was an incredibly jingoistic society. If it didn’t look like George Bernard Shaw or didn’t make you laugh like Oscar Wilde, it wasn’t set for the South African stage. And other playwrights of that time were writing plays like that, that had nothing, nothing to do with the urgent and terrifying reality of the millions of black people alive in that country at the same time. But they weren’t interested. “Good God, the black man and the white man together on the stage at the same time, living in a shack? What sort of story is that? Disgusting. That’s kitchen-sink drama. Worse than kitchen-sink because there’s no kitchen sink!”

I understand that, regarding Boesman and Lena, an early production, if not the first production in South Africa, had whites playing black characters. Is that true? And what was the reaction?

I played Boesman because there were no actors available for roles of that dimension at the time. A great, not extraordinary, a great South African actress called Yvonne Bryceland,
A SCOURGE OF PANDEMIC PROPORTIONS
HIV/AIDS IN SOUTH AFRICA

BY MADELEINE OLDHAM

HIV AND AIDS RAVAGED SOCIETIES AROUND THE GLOBE in the 1990s, but nowhere did it hit harder than South Africa. Today, South Africa is thought to have the highest number of people living with HIV of any country in the world. Some of the staggering infection rates from statistics gathered in 2007 include:

- 12% of the total population
- 600,000 AIDS orphans
- 30% of pregnant women
- 33% of gay men
- 1 in 4 people ages 15–49

Researchers attribute South Africa’s dire situation to a number of factors. The disease feeds on poverty (which is why the numbers are so much higher in Africa in general), and the country’s extreme wealth disparity has created a large segment of the population that must scratch and claw to meet the most basic human needs. In underprivileged communities, a lack of education contributes heavily to the spread of misinformation, or no information at all. Psychologists note that the high rates of sexually transmitted diseases in low-income areas are likely influenced by a worldview that does not include planning for the future because present realities are so cruel. Barriers to treatment options, both perceived and real, mean that testing rates are very low — why find out if nothing can be done about it? And the stigma and social ostracism attached to the disease is so strong that many would rather simply not know.

But South Africa boasts a nefarious distinction in its response to this devastating epidemic. The government repeatedly refused to confront facts, adopted scientifically unsound positions, and espoused dangerously erroneous advice. The country was also so distracted by ending apartheid and the resulting period of adjustment and uncertainty that they failed to pay the necessary attention to HIV’s steeply increasing infection rates. The policies of apartheid added some racial overtones to the AIDS debate: one member of Parliament, for example, welcomed the virus as a tool to eradicate black people.

The first recorded case emerged in South Africa in 1982, but AIDS was dismissed early on as a “gay disease,” so the government felt no need to respond. Infection rates rose steadily and rapidly in subsequent years, quickly traveling beyond the confines of the gay community. The early ’90s saw a global galvanization to stem the tide of this seemingly unstoppable disease. Public dialogue raised awareness, the research community stepped up its efforts, conferences were held and strategies developed to combat transmission through extensive drug trials and educational campaigns.

While the world banded together, South Africa dragged its feet and became mired in controversy. In a 1996 attempt at an education initiative, the government poured money into creating a musical called Sarafina II (a sequel to the original musical about the Soweto riots) that aimed to educate the public about AIDS prevention. Contention erupted amid questions about where the facts being communicated were obtained, content was hotly debated, and scandal ensued about a portion of the funding that disappeared. Ultimately, the government was forced to abandon the project, which went down in history as a dismal failure.

Another attempt at addressing the situation in the late ’90s crashed and burned when South Africa tried to bolster its own research efforts to develop anti-AIDS drugs. The lead scientist who created Virodene, a homegrown contribution to the antiretroviral movement, was found to have falsified her credentials, as well as conducted unauthorized and unethical drug trials on human beings. Then-President Thabo Mbeki’s support of this project and its investors has come under recent scrutiny.

The South African government continued to make mistakes. In a series of statements made in 2000, President Mbeki dismissed established scientific evidence that inextricably
linked HIV with AIDS. He proffered the thoroughly unsupported viewpoint that AIDS might be contracted by many different means and publicly sought the advice of what have come to be known as “AIDS denialists.” He encouraged people to consider causes other than HIV, arguing that if other causes were found, other solutions could be found. Mbeki’s health minister notoriously urged South Africans to follow a diet of garlic, lemon, and beets and take nutritional supplements to combat HIV. A deputy health minister who believed in the established research was dismissed on charges of corruption, but rumors abounded that she was let go due to her unwillingness to play along with the government’s questioning of the link between HIV and AIDS.

International drug companies tried to address the situation by sending low-cost or free antiretroviral medication, but the government expended little effort to distribute it. Governmental figures made arguments against the antiretroviral drugs, calling them “toxic” and pointing to side effects as evidence of this.

Current President Jacob Zuma attracted global attention to South Africa’s mishandling of the AIDS epidemic during his 2006 trial. Accused of raping an HIV-positive woman (he was acquitted), Zuma said in court that after what he described as consensual sex, he took a shower to “minimize the risk of contracting the disease.” After years of hope that the South African government was finally beginning to take the scientific research seriously, this statement was perceived as a major setback.

However, some positive actions have transpired recently. On December 1, 2009 President Zuma announced a new policy that all pregnant women and babies would have access to antiretroviral treatments. He also declared that he himself would get tested. These efforts signify a new willingness to comply with established scientific research, and a new seriousness on the part of the South African government to tackle what have become calamitous conditions for its people.

**Did you actually rewrite The Island while it was in production based on audience reactions?**

No...There was a final edited version in the rehearsal room. They would improvise. I would go home after the rehearsal and I would—because improvisation has got to be very severely disciplined or it just runs away with itself—would do that disciplining and come back the next day with a scene I typed out for John (Kani) and Winston (Ntshona) and that’s then how we went to work.

**I read that in the beginning, they had some sort of blanket or towel and they kept making it smaller and smaller to give the sense of being in prison on Robben Island (where Nelson Mandela was imprisoned).**

That’s right.

**And it’s my understanding that the government could not shut down the play because there was no existing manuscript.**

Of course not. I hid the text away. There was very distantly an existing manuscript. But in much the same way that poetry of the great Russian poets during the Stalin era was on secret bits of paper, or committed to memory so that censorship could not get hold of him and so that Stalin couldn’t get hold of him, we learned that lesson from them. And we just made sure — oh yeah, there were copies of the play all right, but they were in places and with people the Special Branch would never find.

**Did the government attend any of the performances?**

Oh, every one. (Laughs.) Oh, yeah, the Special Branch was the enforcement. You got to know them. You’d greet them. “You chaps pay for your tickets tonight? Or do you want freebies?” (Laughs.)

(Laughs.) That’s fascinating. And yet, they did not close down that production, despite their fear?

They threatened us...But we made very certain of our circumstances. There were loopholes in the law. And we had lawyers, very good, courageous lawyers — as was the case with the civil rights battles in the South — who knew the law and knew what loopholes were there. We exploited those loopholes, making the performance allegedly private...Invited friends and family, you know what I mean?
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Re-focus your cultural lens. Through beautiful writing and thrilling multimedia, playwright Naomi Iizuka flips back and forth in time between modern day and Yokohama in the 1880s, when this weird technology known as photography began to capture the world in freeze frame. Follow an insatiable appetite for intrigue through three centuries in this intricate new show.
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Directed by Les Waters
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Tune into a new rock musical. Romance unfolds in a show wound around the songs of Matthew Sweet’s landmark album, Girlfriend, which Rolling Stone calls “a rock ‘n’ roll valentine that delivers subtle wisdom with an exhilarating kick.” When boy meets boy, it’s the eternal story turned upside down, a dual-Romeo duet that’s innocent...and Sweet. Fall in love with the boy next door at Girlfriend.
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Directed by Leigh Silverman
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An idyllic Thanksgiving filled with food, football, family, and friends explodes when a woman discovers how one kiss, one passionate act, can affect everything—her faith in love, her faith in country, her faith in herself. This tale of heartache and hope unfolds amidst the turmoil of American politics in the 21st century. Obie Award-winners Lisa Kron and Leigh Silverman reunite for a searing show that questions American attitudes and illuminates American ideals.
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SEASON SPONSORS
Kohle T. Bolton
MANNETJIE JONKERS (YOUNGER)

Kohle Thomas Bolton is 5 years old. This is his stage debut, and he is excited to be on the boards at Berkeley Rep. He and his sister, Kashan, currently have recurring roles on the NBC television series Trauma. His previous work includes ads for Gap.com, Melaleuca, and Shutterfly. Kohle loves to act, and his favorite star is Michael Jackson. Kohle would like to thank his mom, Shelly; his dad, Andre; his sister, Kashan; and his Grandi — love you!

Lou Ferguson
OUPA JONKERS

Lou has appeared everywhere from television to film, regional theatre to Broadway. His regional credits include The Bluest Eye, Drowning Crow, Everyman, The Hasty Heart, Les Blancs, The Night of the Iguana, Oedipus the King, and Playland. His Broadway credits include The Playboy of the Western World, Seven Guitars, and Two Trains Running. On television, Lou has been seen in Another World, Attica, General Hospital, Jonny Zero, Law & Order, and Third Watch. His film credits include I Like It Like That, The Interpreter, Maid in Manhattan, No Place to Hide, Radical Jack, and Stone Mansion. He dedicates his performance to the memory of Lloyd Richards.

Roslyn Ruff
VERONICA JONKERS

Roslyn was last seen in the Bay Area in Gem of the Ocean at American Conservatory Theater, a co-production with McCarter Theatre Center. She has appeared off Broadway in the New York premieres of The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter and Intimate Apparel at the Alliance Theatre; the world premiere of Gee’s Bend at the Alabama Shakespeare Festival; The Piano Lesson at Indiana Repertory Theatre and Geva Theatre Center; August Wilson’s 20th Century Cycle at the Kennedy Center; the world premiere of Coming Home at Long Wharf Theatre; Two Trains Running at The Globe; In the Blood, Nathan The Wise, Once in a Lifetime, and A Panto: Sleeping Beauty at the People’s Light & Theatre Company; The Oedipus Plays with the Shakespeare Theatre Company at the 2003 Athens Festival; and King Lear at Yale Repertory Theatre. On television, Roslyn has been seen in The Jury and The Sopranos, and her film credits include In the Blood, Life During Wartime, Rachel Getting Married, and the 2010 release Salt. She received her MFA from the American Repertory Theatre/Institute for Advanced Theater Training at Harvard University. Roslyn received an Obie Award for Seven Guitars and a Barrymore Award for In the Blood.

Thomas Silcott
ALFRED WITBOOI

In New York, Thomas appeared in Broken Jug at Lincoln Center and The Color of Justice at the New Victory Theater. He performed in Coming Home at the Fountain Theatre and in the national and international tours of Bring in ‘da Noise, Bring in ‘da Funk. His other regional credits include “Master Harold”...and the Boys at the Colony Theatre Company, Paint Your Wagon at the Geffen Playhouse, and To Kill a Mockingbird at the Alliance. His films include The Boxer, Brothets, Gods and Generals, and Mercy Street, and his television appearances include Desert Housewives, Dirt, Entourage, and Girlfriends.

Jaden Malik Wiggins
MANNETJIE JONKERS (OLDER)

Jaden, a sixth-grade student at Oakland School for the Arts, is making his Berkeley Rep debut. The 11-year-old studied guitar last summer in UC Berkeley’s Young Musicians Program. He plays bass guitar for the Poplyfe Band and, with his family, he is developing a TV show called The Poplyfe Project.

Athol Fugard
PLAYWRIGHT

Born in 1932 in Middleburg, in the Karoo desert region of South Africa, Athol battled to bring the stories of all South Africans to the world, even under the darkest years of apartheid, the abusive system that had one set of laws for whites and another for people of color. A recipient of many awards and honorary degrees, in 2005 he was given South Africa’s highest honor, the Ikhamanga Medal. The New York Times and others have called him “the greatest playwright writing in English since Shakespeare.” His best-known plays include Blood Knot (1961), Boesman and Lena (1969), Sizwe Bansi is Dead (1972), The Island (1973), “Master Harold”...and the Boys (1982), and My Children! My Africa! (1989). His latest plays performed in South Africa are Booitjie and the Oubaas and Victory, which was also performed in England and the US. His published work includes journals, novels, short stories, and screenplays. In 2006, the film Tsotsi, based on his 1961 novel, won the Academy Award and top awards at various film festivals. His latest plays, all stories of his country, are Exits and Entrances (2004), Booitjie and the Oubaas (2006), Victory (2007), Visions and Dreams (2007), and Coming Home (2008), which can be considered a sequel to Valley Song (1995). His plays are now part of the international canon, constantly performed and taught in schools. A prose work, Karoo and Other Stories, was published in 2005.
countless plays and workshops for Long Wharf Theatre including the world premieres of bfe, which transferred to Playwrights Horizons; A Dance Lesson; The Day the Bronx Died, which transferred to New York and London; and The Times. Some of his other directing credits include Anna Christie, The Front Page, A Moon for the Misbegotten, A New War, Mourning Becomes Electra (starring Jane Alexander), and We Won’t Pay! We Won’t Pay! Prior to assuming artistic leadership of Long Wharf Theatre, Gordon helmed Seattle’s A Contemporary Theatre for five years. He received a Bachelor of Arts degree with honors in history and religious studies from Grinnell College in 1976 and was awarded an honorary doctorate of fine arts from Grinnell in 2003.

Eugene Lee
SCENIC DESIGNER
Eugene is represented in San Francisco and on Broadway by the musical Wicked. His recent work includes Coming Home at Long Wharf Theatre, Wallace Shawn’s Grasses of a Thousand Colors at the Royal Court Theatre in London, and Will Ferrell’s You’re Welcome, America: A Final Night with George W. Bush on Broadway. His current projects include Compulsion at Yale Rep, The Fantasticks at both Long Wharf Theatre and Arena Stage, the world premiere of Athol Fugard’s Have You Seen Us? at Long Wharf, Hughie and Krapp’s Last Tape at the Goodman Theater, The Long Red Road at the Goodman, and Twelfth Night at Trinity Repertory Company. Eugene has been the production designer of NBC’s Saturday Night Live since 1974. He has received the Tony Award, the American Theatre Wing’s Design Award, the Outer Critics’ Circle Award, the Drama Desk Award, the Lucille Lortel Award, the Elliott Norton Prize for Sustained Achievement, and the Pell Award. Eugene was recently inducted into the Theatre Hall of Fame. His film work includes Francis Ford Coppola’s Hammett, John Huston’s Mr. North, and Louis Malle’s Vanya on 42nd Street. Eugene holds BFA degrees from the Art Institute of Chicago and Carnegie Mellon University, an MFA from Yale, and three honorary doctorates. He lives with his wife, Brooke, and their dog, George, in Providence, where they raised their two sons.

Jessica Ford
COSTUME DESIGNER
Jessica is delighted to be making her Berkeley Rep debut. In New York, she has worked with The Pearl Theatre Company, The Play Company, Rattlestick Playwrights Theatre, Second Stage Theatre, and the Summer Play Festival. Her regional credits include Actors Theatre of Louisville, Arena Stage, Barrington Stage Company, Centerstage, the Hangar Theatre, Long Wharf Theatre, Milwaukee Shakespeare, Portland Center Stage, Shakespeare & Company, Syracuse Stage, Two River Theater Company, and Yale Rep. Jessica received her MFA from...
Yale School of Drama and is a recipient of the 2007–09 fellowship for early career designers from the National Endowment for the Arts/Theatre Communications Group.

**Stephen Strawbridge**  
**LIGHTING DESIGNER**

Stephen designed *Crime and Punishment* and *The Illusion* at Berkeley Rep. His work has been seen on and off Broadway, at most leading regional theatre and opera companies across the US and internationally in Bergen, Copenhagen, The Hague, Hong Kong, Linz, Munich, Naples, Sao Paulo, Stockholm, and Vienna. His recent work includes *At Home at the Zoo* for A.C.T. in San Francisco; *Have You Seen Us?* at Long Wharf Theatre; *Having Our Say* for the McCarter; *The Glorious Ones* and *The House of Bernarda Alba* for Lincoln Center Theater; *Death of a Salesman*, *Passion Play*, and *The Evildoers* for Yale Rep; *Prayer for My Enemy* at Playwrights Horizons; *Shipwrecked* at Primary Stages; and *Souls of Naples* at Theatre for a New Audience and the Mercadante in Naples, Italy. He has been nominated for or won American Theatre Wing, Bay Area Theatre Critics Circle, Dallas–Fort Worth Theater Critics Forum, Helen Hayes, and Lucille Lortel Awards. He is co-chair of the design department at Yale School of Drama and resident lighting designer at Yale Rep.

**Corrine K. Livingston**  
**SOUND DESIGNER**

Corrine was the sound designer for Long Wharf Theatre’s *Bad Dates, Black Nativity, Coming Home, Have You Seen Us?, The Price, Rocket to the Moon, and Underneath the Lintel*. She is Long Wharf Theatre’s resident audio supervisor and has also designed many shows at New York Stage and Film, including the world premiere of Christopher Durang’s musical *Adrift in Macao*, *Exposed, The New Americans*, and *Roulette*. She has assisted on numerous shows including *Aphrodisiac* and *A New War* at Long Wharf Theatre and *The Betty Show, In Case You Forget*, and Largo with Cyndi Lauper at NYSF. Corrine has worked at Long Wharf Theatre for the last seven seasons.

**John Gromada**  
**ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS**

John is a composer and sound designer for theatre, film, television, and dance. Best known for his music for plays, he has written scores for many critically acclaimed, award-winning Broadway productions including *A Bronx Tale, A Few Good Men, Prelude to a Kiss, Proof, Rabbit Hole, Sight Unseen*, and *Twelve Angry Men*, among others. His many off-Broadway and regional theatre scores are distinctive for their blend of original music and abstract sound design and have been a part of productions at leading theatres in the US and abroad. Last April, a reading of his music-theatre piece based on Michael Pollan’s *Botany of Desire* was presented by the University of California, Berkeley Arts Research Council. He also scored A.C.T.’s most recent production of *Hedda Gabler*. His theme and score for the new Granada USA television series, *The Interrogators*, can be heard on the Biography Channel. John is the recipient of the Drama Desk, Lucille Lortel, Obie, Drama-Logue, Eddy, and Connecticut Critics Circle Awards and has received grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, New Jersey State Council on the Arts, and Meet the Composer.

**Lynne Soffer**  
**VOICE AND SPEECH CONSULTANT**

Lynne has served as dialect or text coach for 26 other Berkeley Rep productions, including *The Laramie Project*, which made its world premiere at the Denver Center Theatre Company before transferring to New York and Berkeley. An experienced teacher of acting, speech, and text work, Lynne has served as dialect or text coach on over 160 theatrical productions around the country. Her local credits include work at A.C.T., Aurora Theatre Company, Campo Santo, Magic Theatre, Sacramento Theatre Company, and San Francisco Opera. Lynne’s regional credits include Alaska Repertory Theatre, Arcadia Repertory Theatre of Maine, Arizona Theatre Company, Encore Theatre Company, and the Sherwood Shakespeare Festival. In New York, she has worked with the 29th Street Project and Direct Theatre.

**Michael Suenkel**  
**PRODUCTION STAGE MANAGER**

Michael began his association with Berkeley Rep as the stage management intern for the 1984–85 season and is now in his 16th year as production stage manager. Some of his favorite shows include *36 Views*, *Endgame, Eurydice*, *Hydriotaphia*, and *Mad Forest*. He has also worked with the Barbican in London, the Huntington Theatre Company in Boston, the Juste Pour Rire Festival in Montreal, La Jolla Playhouse in San Diego, Pittsburgh Public Theatre, The Public and Second Stage Theatres in New York, and Yale Rep. For the Magic, he stage-managed Albert Takazauckas’ *Breaking the Code* and Sam Shepard’s *The Late Henry Moss*.

**Tony Taccone**  
**ARTISTIC DIRECTOR**

Tony is artistic director of Berkeley Rep, where he has staged more than 33 shows—including world premieres by Culture Clash, Rinde Eckert, David Edgar, Danny Hoch, Geoff Hoyle, Quincy Long, and Itamar Moses. Tony made his Broadway debut with *Bridge @ Tunnel*, which was lauded by the critics and won a Tony Award for its star, Sarah Jones. This fall he returned to Broadway to direct Carrie Fisher’s *Wishful Drinking*, which set box-office records at Berkeley Rep before enjoying a six-city national tour. Tony commissioned Tony Kushner’s legendary *Angels in America*, co-directed its world premiere at the Mark Taper Forum, and has
collaborated with Kushner on seven projects including Brundibar and the premiere of Tiny Kushner. In 2004, his production of Continental Divide transferred to the Barbican in London after playing the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Berkeley Rep, La Jolla Playhouse, and England's Birmingham Rep. His many regional credits include Actors Theatre of Louisville, Arena Stage, Arizona Repertory Theatre, the Eureka Theatre, the Guthrie, Hartford Stage, the Huntington, The Public, San Jose Repertory Theatre, Seattle Repertory Theatre, and Yale Rep.

Susie Medak - Managing Director

Susie has served as Berkeley Rep’s managing director since 1990, leading the administration and operations of the Theatre. She is president of the League of Resident Theatres (LORT), the management association that represents 75 of the nation’s largest nonprofit theatres. Susie has often served on program panels for the National Endowment for the Arts and chaired two panels for the Massachusetts Arts Council as well. She served two terms on the board of Theatre Communications Group, including three years as the organization’s treasurer. Closer to home, Susie chairs the Downtown Berkeley Business Improvement District. She is also a board member of the Downtown Berkeley Association and the founding chair of the Berkeley Arts in Education Steering Committee for Berkeley Unified School District and the Berkeley Cultural Trust. Susie serves on the faculty of Yale School of Drama and is a proud member of the Mont Blanc Ladies’ Literary Guild and Trekking Society. She lives in Berkeley with her husband and son.

Les Waters - Associate Artistic Director

Obie Award–winner Les Waters has served as associate artistic director of Berkeley Rep since 2003. In the last five years, his shows have ranked among the year’s best in the New Yorker, the New York Times, the San Francisco Chronicle, Time magazine, Time Out New York, and USA Today. Les has a history of collaborating with prominent playwrights like Caryl Churchill, Charles Mee, and Wallace Shawn, and champions important new voices such as Will Eno, Jordan Harrison, Sarah Ruhl, and Anne Washburn. This fall, he made his Broadway debut with In the Next Room (or the vibrator play), which began in Berkeley. His other productions at Berkeley Rep include the world premieres of Fêtes de la Nuit, Finn in the Underworld, and To the Lighthouse; the American premiere of Tragedy: a tragedy; the West Coast premiere of Euridice; and extended runs of The Glass Menagerie, The Lieutenant of Inishmore, The Pillowman, and Yellowman. Les has numerous credits in New York, his native England, and at theatres across America. He led the MFA directing program at UC San Diego and is an associate artist of The Civilians, a theatre group based in New York.

Karen Racanelli - General Manager

Karen joined Berkeley Rep in November 1993 as education director. Under her supervision, Berkeley Rep’s Programs for Education provided live theatre for more than 20,000 students annually. In November 1995, she became general manager and since then she oversees the day-to-day operations of the Theatre, supervising the box office, company management, and IT. She has represented the League of Resident Theatres during negotiations with both Actors’ Equity Association and the Union of Stage Directors and Choreographers. Prior to her tenure at Berkeley Rep, Karen worked as executive director for a small San Francisco-based theatre company and was sponsorship manager for the San Francisco Fair. She also worked for Theatre Bay Area as director of theatre services. As an independent producer, Karen produced plays and events for Climate Theater, Intersection for the Arts, Life on the Water, Overtone Theatre Company, and San Jose Stage Company. She has served on the boards of Climate Theater, Overtone Theatre Company, and Park Day School and is currently on the board of the Julia Morgan Center.

Madeleine Oldham - Dramaturg

Madeleine is Berkeley Rep’s literary manager and resident dramaturg. As literary manager and associate dramaturg at Baltimore’s Centerstage, she produced the First Look reading series and headed up its young audience initiative. Before moving to Baltimore, she was the literary manager at Seattle Children’s Theatre, where she oversaw an extensive commissioning program. She also acted as assistant and interim literary manager at Seattle’s Intiman Theatre. Madeleine recently completed four years of service on the executive committee of Literary Managers and Dramaturgs of the Americas, and has also worked with A Contemporary Theatre (ACT/Seattle), Austin Scriptwriters, Crowded Fire Theatre Company, Geva Theatre Center, the Kennedy Center, the Neo-Futurists, and Portland Center Stage.

Amy Potozkin - Casting Director

Amy is in her 20th season with Berkeley Rep, where she serves as artistic associate and casting director. She has also had the pleasure of casting for ACT/Seattle, the Aurora, Arizona Theatre Company, B Street Theatre, Bay Area Playwrights Festival, Dallas Theatre Company, Marin Theatre Company, San Jose Rep, Social Impact Productions Inc., Traveling Jewish Theatre, and Charlie Varon’s play Ralph Nader is Missing at The Marsh. Amy cast roles in the films Conceiving Ada, starring Tilda Swinton, and the Josh Kornbluth film Haiku Tunnel. She has been a coach to hundreds of Bay Area actors and led organizational team-building workshops for Biotech Partners and Maxxcomm. Amy received her MFA from Brandeis University, where she was also an artist-in-residence.

Wells Fargo - Season Sponsor

As a top corporate giver to Bay Area nonprofits for many years, Wells Fargo recognizes Berkeley Repertory Theatre for its leadership in supporting the performing arts and its programs.

As the oldest and largest financial services company headquartered in California, Wells Fargo has top financial professionals providing business banking, investments, brokerage, trust, mortgage, insurance, commercial and consumer finance and much more. Talk to a Wells Fargo banker today to see how we can help you become more financially successful.

BART - Season Sponsor

Voted America’s No. 1 transit system in 2005, the Bay Area Rapid Transit District (BART) is a 104-mile, automated, rapid-transit system that serves more than 100 million passengers annually. BART is the backbone of the Bay Area transit network. BART trains travel up to 80 MPH and connect the heart of San Francisco and Oakland’s financial districts with the Bay Area’s biggest airports along with 26 cities located throughout Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, and San Mateo Counties. BART’s mission is to provide safe, reliable, affordable service that runs almost entirely on electricity made from hydro and other renewable energy sources. Since opening in September 1972, BART has safely carried more than 1.5 billion passengers more than 18 billion passenger miles.

American Express - Fellowship Program Sponsor

American Express believes that serving its communities is not only integral to running a business successfully, but also part of its individual responsibilities as a citizen of the world. As a longtime supporter of Berkeley Repertory Theatre, American Express is proud to support Berkeley Rep’s Fellowship Program. The Fellowship Program cultivates a diverse next generation of leaders, which is in line
Berkeley Rep presents profiles

With American Express’ recognition of the impact that strong leaders have on business, society, and local communities.

**Bill Falik and Diana Cohen Executive Producers**

Bill and Diana have been subscribers and supporters of Berkeley Rep since its earliest days on College Avenue. Diana joined the board of trustees in 1991 and served the Theatre for 10 years; she is currently a member of the board of trustees at Cal Performances. As a family therapist, she worked in private practice for 25 years before retiring to focus on her painting. Bill has been a real-estate and land-use lawyer practicing in the San Francisco Bay Area for the past 37 years. He currently is the CEO of Live Oak Enterprises and Westpark Community Builders, which creates master-planned communities in the greater Sacramento region. He is also a visiting professor at Boalt Hall School of Law and a member of the professional faculty at Haas Business School. Having joined Berkeley Rep’s board in 2006, Bill now serves as a vice president. He is actively involved in philanthropic activities throughout Northern California.

**The Strauch Kulhanjian Family Executive Producers**

Roger Strauch is a former president of Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees and is a current member. He is chairman of The Roda Group (rodagroup.com), a venture-development company based in Berkeley, best known for launching Ask.com, PolyServe, and Sirtspeed. Roger serves on the board of directors of Cardstore.com, GameReady, and Ravenflow, all located in the East Bay, and his firm is the lead investor in Solazyme, a renewable-energy company based in South San Francisco. Roger is a member of the engineering dean’s college advisory boards of Cornell University and the University of California, Berkeley. At Cal, he is also an executive member of the board of trustees for the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute and a co-founder of the William Saroyan Program in Armenian Studies. He is also an executive member of the Piedmont Council of the Boy Scouts of America. His wife, Julie A. Kulhanjian, is an attending physician at Oakland Children’s Hospital. They have three teenage children.

**Mary Ann and Lou Peoples Producers**

Mary Ann and Lou have supported the arts for many years. They attended their first production at Berkeley Rep in the 1980s. Mary Ann has served on Berkeley Rep’s board of trustees since 2003 and helped initiate the docent program. Both Lou and Mary Ann serve as trustees of the Boyd Family Foundation whose goal is to help create a more educated population.
example of the many ways in which Berkeley Rep curates a season. There are abundant ways of finding the right show, and our artistic department is invested in all of them.

“Between now and March is where the intensity increases,” Tony says. “We don’t have a set time period for deciding the new season, but we have a deadline for announcing it, and as that date looms, a certain level of panic and urgency sets in. A lot of people are involved in this choice. I have the final say.”

Tony has been working with Berkeley Rep audiences for 23 years and has an intuitive sense of what patrons will respond to and what will be challenging. Les calls the season “an ongoing dialogue with the local audience.”

“It’s a long conversation,” he adds. “I don’t think the idea of challenging the audience is necessarily at the forefront of a choice, but it is important to push the envelope and have a conversation with the audience about the form and content of our work.”

All through the process of building a season, Tony is in constant consultation with the Berkeley Rep team: technical staff to deal with the logistics of each candidate, administrative staff to deal with financial and contractual issues, box-office staff to deal with scheduling, and communications staff to strategize about marketing the season.

“While the artistic staff is making plans, the administrative staff is busy researching the history of potential shows, building production calendars, scheduling artist availability, and any number of logistical details that will help the new season come together,” says Managing Director Susie Medak.

“Now is the time when things have to become real—real numbers, a real sense of projected revenue versus what the shows will cost,” Tony concludes. “It’s an interesting game. My strategy has always been to try to err on the side of excitement as opposed to caution. One of the signatures of our seasons is eclecticism in the spectrum of work we offer in content and form. That becomes a guiding principle.”

For Kitty, the greatest reward of her job is watching a show come together and then experiencing the audience’s response on opening night. “That is such a wonderful feeling of accomplishment and pride,” she says.

Having worked for many different companies, including the Old Globe Theatre in San Diego and the Oregon Shakespeare Festival, Kitty maintains that there is no place like Berkeley Rep.

“This theatre has everything—subscribers who are smart and supportive and a season that is always challenging and interesting,” she says. “And we get to work with the highest-caliber designers from around the country. I love how varied our seasons are. Already this season, we’ve gone from a huge musical to tiny one-acts. There’s so much flexibility here, and that’s why the costume shop itself is a seasoned shop and why designers look forward to coming here. We know what we’re doing. We bring a lot of skill and experience to the support we provide.”

On a personal note, one advantage of Kitty’s tenure at Berkeley Rep was meeting her husband, Paul Feinberg, at the Theatre when he was the properties manager. The couple lives in Alameda, where Kitty is active with East Bay Heritage Quilters making quilts for children in hospitals and homeless shelters.

Coming from a family with a keen eye for design—her father was an architect and her mother designed stationery—Kitty is actively involved with the Oakland Museum of California’s Council on Architecture and is a tremendous fan of landscaping and architecture.

“Costuming is a bit like both of those arts,” Kitty muses. “Everything has to support everything else.”

Constantly striving to learn new skills (last summer she taught herself how to “felt,” or turn raw wool into cloth), Kitty is still excited to come to work every day—even after 20 years.

“I love my work,” Kitty concludes. “I learn something new and grow with every show.”
7,860 Babies Born in 2008
We Deliver More Babies Than Any Other Bay Area Hospital
*but none more important than yours*

When it Comes to Your Health, Experience Matters.

---

**BISTRO LIAISON**

French food for the soul
Walking distance to Berkeley Rep.
Full bar, weekend brunch.

Join Chef Todd on a culinary adventure in southwest France to explore the rich history, breathtaking countryside, and local cuisine. For more information, visit liaisonbistro.com

1849 Shattuck Avenue (corner of Hearst & Shattuck)
Berkeley, CA 94709 · 510 849-2155

---

**Chutzpah list**

If you’d like to donate any of these items, please contact the Theatre at 510 647-2901.

**Offices & Shops**
Computers (working Pentium III or higher PC systems)
Laser printer—color or b&w
LCD monitors

**Marketing**
Letter-folder
Portable desktop multimedia projector
Portable audiovisual screen
Slide scanner

**Scene Shop**
Electro-pounce machine
Electromagnetic drill press
Clean lumber

**Prop Shop**
Cargo van
Antique furniture (in good condition)
Bedazzler
Small vintage items (in good condition)
Unused lumber
New hand/power tools:
· 14v Dewalt cordless drills
· Pneumatic pop-riveter
· Plasma cutter
· 18-volt Makita cordless drills

**Costumes**
Clothes dryer

**Lighting & Sound**
Pentium laptop computer
15” flat-screen computer monitors

**Education**
Video projector
iPod docking stations
Digital video camera (hard drive-based)
Tripod
Portable speakers
Large dance mirrors
Gymnastic mats
Circus/clown props (scarves, rings, low wire, rolla bolla, Chinese yoyos, devil sticks, peacock feathers, trapeze)

**General**
Automatic transmission passenger vehicle or pick-up truck (in good condition)
Good condition hand tools
Working flashlights (batteries not required)
Desk chairs
Pro bono auto mechanic work
Reference books for literary department
Two-, three-, and four-drawer lateral file cabinets
Stereo headphones (for the hearing-impaired description service)
Dry-erase board (24” x 36” or smaller)
Dry-erase year-at-a-glance wall calendar
General office help—filing/database

*If we don’t ask for it, we probably won’t get it!*
CONTRIBUTORS

We acknowledge the following Annual Fund donors whose contributions from November 2008 through November 2009 helped to make possible the Theatre’s artistic and community outreach programs. Supporters noted with ♦ made gifts in-kind. Funders whose names are noted with ✠ have used a matching gift to double or triple their initial contribution.

FOUNDATION SPONSORS

GIFTS OF $100,000 AND ABOVE
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
The William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
The James Irvine Foundation
The Shubert Foundation

GIFTS OF $50,000–99,999
Edgerton Foundation
Korot Foundation
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
The Bernard Osher Foundation
The Harold and Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust
Phyllis C. Wattis Foundation

GIFTS OF $25,000–49,999
S.D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation
The Ira and Leonore Gershwin Philanthropic Fund
The Mosse Foundation for the Arts and Education
Walls Foundation
Woodawn Foundation

GIFTS OF $10,000–24,999
Anonymous
The Frank H. & Eva B. Buck Foundation
California Arts Council
Margaret A. Cargill Foundation
The Green Foundation
The Thomas J. Long Foundation
The Kenneth Rainin Foundation
The San Francisco Foundation

GIFTS OF $5,000–9,999
Berkeley Civic Arts Program
Ann & Gordon Getty Foundation
David B. Gold Foundation
Hellman Family Foundation
Hunter Fund of the East Bay Community Foundation
Ramsay Family Foundation
The Morris Stulsaft Foundation

GIFTS OF $1,000–4,999
Alameda County Arts Commission
Joyce & William Brantman Foundation
Civic Foundation
Dramatists Guild Fund
Martin Sosin Straton-Petit Foundation
Bernard E. & Alba Witkin Charitable Foundation

CORPORATE SPONSORS

GIFTS OF $12,000–24,999
BluesCruise.com
The Morrison & Foerster Foundation
Peet’s Coffee & Tea
Seagate Properties Inc.
Union Bank
Wealth Management at The Mechanics Bank

GIFTS OF $6,000–11,999
Armanino McKenna LLP
Bank of the West
Charles Schwab & Co.
Citi Foundation
Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP
Genstar Capital LLC
MBV Law LLP
Meyer Sound
Panoramic Interests
Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal LLP
STG Asset Management, Inc.
UBS Financial Services Inc.

GIFTS OF $1,000–5,999
Is your company a Corporate Sponsor? Berkeley Rep’s Corporate Partnership program offers excellent opportunities to network, entertain clients, reward employees, increase visibility and support the arts and arts education in the community.

For details visit berkeleyrep.org or call Daria Hepps at 510 647-2904.

IN-KIND SPONSORS

Baywolf
Bobby G’s Pizzeria
Bowzer’s Pizza
Bogatin, Corman & Gold
CASS, Inc.
Club One
Darling Flower Shop
downtown restaurant
Etc Catering
FIVE
GHS Corporation
Grace Street Catering
Hotel Shattuck Plaza
jazzcafe/ACT Catering
Kevin Berne Images
La Note Restaurant Provençal
Meridian International Sports Café
Oliveto Restaurant
Pyramid Breweries
Post Meridian
Ricola USA
The Ritz-Carlton, San Francisco
Rivoli Restaurant
RM Production Firm, Inc.
Semifreddi’s
Scharffen Berger
Chocolate Maker
Shorenstein Hays–
Nederlander Theatres LLC
Solstice Press
Taproot Foundation
TCHO
Trattoria Corso
Venus Restaurant
Raymond Vineyards is the official wine purveyor of Berkeley Rep.
Hotel Shattuck Plaza is the official hotel of Berkeley Rep.

MATCHING GIFTS

The following companies have matched their employees’ contributions to Berkeley Rep. Please call the development department at 510 647-2907 to find out if your company matches gifts.

A & B Foundation · American Express · Argonaut Group, Inc. · AT&T · Bank of America · California HealthCare · Chevron · Clorox · First Quadrant · Google · IBM Corporation · Inuit Inc. · Irvine Foundation · JPMorgan Chase & Co. · Lawrence Livermore National Security · Levi Strauss & Macy’s Inc. · Merrill Lynch & Co. · Microsoft · Morrison & Foerster Foundation · Patagonia · Salesforce.com · Sony Corporation of America · Stuart Foundation · UPS
CONTRIBUTORS

INDIVIDUAL ANNUAL FUND DONORS

DONOR CIRCLE

SEASON PRODUCERS
$50,000 & UP
Anonymous (2)

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS
$25,000–49,999
Rena Bransten
Bill Falik & Diana Cohen
Wayne Jordan & Quinn Delaney
John & Helen Meyer
Rita Moreno & Leonard Gordon
Jack & Betty Schafer

PRODUCERS
$12,000–24,999
David & Vicki Cox
Thalia Dorwick
Kerry Francis & John Jimerson
Rick Hoskins & Lynne Frame

ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS
$6,000–11,999
Anonymous (3)
Anonymous, on behalf of Karen Grove
Stephen K. Cassidy & Ann Parks-Council
Narsai & Venus David
Robin & Rich Edwards
Oz Erickson & Rina Alcalay
William Espey & Margaret Hart Edwards
John & Carol Field
David & Vicki Fleishhacker
Virginia & Timothy Foo
Mary & Nicholas Graves
Scott & Sherry Haber
Miggy & Jim Hamasaki
Bob & Linda Harris
Ms. Wendy E. Jordan
Jack Klingelhofer
Jean & Jack Knox
Wanda Kowalski
Ted & Carole Kruland
Susanne Laferta
Zandra Faye LeDuff
Neil & Leah Mac Neil
Dale & Don Marshall
Sandra & Ross McCandless
Martin & Janis McNair
Stephanie Mendel
Peter Pervere & Georgia Cassel
Len & Barbara Rand
Kaye & Randy Rosso
Pat Rougeau
Richard A. Robin & H. Marcia Smolens
Jodi Schiller & Ben Douglas
Steven & Linda Wolan
Martin & Margaret Zangel

PRESIDENTS
$3,000–5,999
Anonymous (2)
Neil & Gene Barth
Stephen Belford
Tracy Brown & Gregory Holland
Lois M. De Domenico
Delia Fleishhacker Ehrlich
Steven, Jill, and Kevin Fugaro
Bruce Golden & Michelle Mercer
Howard Grothe & Robert James
Donor Advised Fund of Horizons Foundation
Earl & Bonnie Hamlin
Doug & Leni Herst
Barbara E. Jones in memory of William E. Jones
Kanbar Charitable Trust, Jewish Community Endowment Fund
Robert Kelling
Julie Matloff Kennedy & Patrick Kennedy
Leonard Merrill Kuz
Nancy & George Leitmann
Jennifer S. Lindsay
Dixon Long
Steven & Patreece Mills
Sandi & Dick Pantages

Virginia Patterson
Norman & Janet Pease
David & Marilyn Pratt
Ivy & Leigh Robinson
David S. H. Rosenthal
Ms. Riva Rubnitz
Beth & David Sawi
Joyce & Jim Schnobrich
Emily Shanks
Kee Sieh
Laura Waas
Harry D. Weininger
Sheila Wishek
Saul Zauda

DIRECTORS
$1,500–2,999
Anonymous (7)
L. Matthew Adams
Pat Angell in memory of Gene Angell
Ross E. Armstrong
Nina Auerbach
John & Patte Bacon
Bryan Balacas
Helen C. Barber
Jane & Bill Bardin
Edith Barschi
Linden & Carl Berry
Becky & Jeff Bleich
Broitman-Basiri Family
Dr. & Carol Anne Brown
Thomas & Tecoah Bruce
Kimo Campbell
Tom Central & Robert Lane
Lynne Carmichael
Jennifer Chaiken & Sam Hamilton
Susan Catherine
Mel & Hella Cheitlin
Earl T. Cohen & Heidi M. Shale
Victoria Contino
Karen & David Crommie
Ed Cullen & Ann O’Connor
John & Stephanie Dains
Andrew Daily & Jody Taylor
Ilana Dube & Sam Schuchat
Harry & Susan Dennis
Becky Draper
Merle & Michael Feajns
Nancy & Jerry Falk
Don & Sylvia Fillman
Ann & Shawn Fischer Hecht
Linda Jo Fitz
Kristina Flanagan
Mort & Frannie Fleishhacker
Margot Freidman Fund
Herb & Marianne Friedman
Paul T. Friedman
James Gala
Karl & Kathleen Geier
Dennis & Susan Johann Gillardi
Marjorie Ginsburg & Howard Slyter
Lauren Golden & Brian Hurst
Daniel & Hilary B. Goldstine

Deborah & Howard Goodman
Garrett Gruener & Amy Slater
Dick & Lois Halliday
David & Vera Hartford
Harlan & Joanne Heydon
Richard N. Hill & Nancy Lundeen
Hilary & Tom Hoynes
Leslie & George Hume
Ron & Virginia Iversen
Katherine C. James
Beth & Fred Karren
Duke & Daisy Kiehn
Mary S. Kimball
Pearl T. Kimura
Lynd Eve Komaromi
John Kouns & Anne Bael Kouns
Helen E. Land
Randy Laroche & David Laudon
Louise Lautersweiler & Warren Sharp
Ellen & Barry Levine
Tom Lockard & Alis Marduel
Lois & Gary Marcus
Sumner & Hermine Marshall
Charlotte & Adolph Martellini
Jill Matichak
Judith & Kim Maxwell
Betsy McDaniel
Miles & Mary Ellen McKey
Susie Medak & Greg Murphy
Toby Mickelson & Donald Brody
Roger & Sany Miles
John & Katrina Mottel
Mr. David Mish
Andy & June Monach
Scott Montgomery & Marc Rand
Eleanor Moore
Mitch & Pam Nichte
Tom & Kathy Pendleton
Jonathan & Hillary Reins
Bill Reuter & Ruth Major
John & Jody Roberts
Enid & Alan Rubin
Mitzi Sales & John Argue
Lisa Salomon & Scott Forrest
Monica Salusky & John K. Sutherland
Jeanne & Roger Samuelson
Stephen C. Schaefer
Jackie & Paul Schaeffer
Stephen Schoen
Linda & Nathan Schultz
Barbara & Irving Schwartz
Edie Silber & Steve Bomsie
Sherry & David Smith
Nancy & Fred Teichert
Susan & David Fiedj Ters
Ama Torrance & David Davies
John & Pamela Walker
Robert & Sheila Weisblatt
Wendy Willer & Brian Hurst
Steven Winkel & Barbara Sahm
Laura & Ernest Winlow
Charles & Nancy Wolfram

LEGEND
• in-kind gift
■ matching gift
The following individuals have generously provided for Berkeley Rep in their estate plans:

 Anonymous  
 Ken & Joni Avery  
 Nancy Axelrod  
 Carole B. Berg  
 Estate of Nelly Bertheaux  
 Linda Brandenburg  
 Bruce Carlton & Richard G. McCall  
 Stephen K. Cassidy  
 Estate of Nancy Croley  
 Andrew Daly & Judy Taylor  
 William Epyey & Margaret Hart Edwards  
 Carol & John Field  
 Mary & Nicholas Graves  
 Linda & Bob Harris  
 Fred Hartwick  
 Hoskins/Frame Family Trust  
 Zandra Faye LeDuff  
 Estate of John E. & Helen A. Manning  
 Dale & Don Marshall  

 Members of this society, which is named in honor of Founding Director Michael W. Leibert, have designated Berkeley Rep in their estate plans. Planned gifts sustain Berkeley Rep's Endowment Fund unless the donor specifies otherwise. The Endowment Fund provides financial stability that enables Berkeley Rep to maintain the highest standards of artistic excellence, support new work, and serve the community with innovative education and outreach programs.

For more information on becoming a member, visit our website at berkeleyrep.org or contact Daria Hepps at 510.647.2904 or dhepps@berkeleyrep.org.
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We gratefully recognize the following members of the Annual Fund whose contributions were received through October 2009.

**SUPPORTERS**
$250–499
Anonymous (5)
Vincent Antonelli
Robert Z. & Evelyn L. Apte
Richard & Ann Batman
Aj Benham
Michael & Sheila Cooper
Lawrence Crapo & Desiree Gillingham
Diana Graham & Jack Zimmermann
Mary & George Hale
Ruth Hennigar
Teresa Hickey
Jack & Birthe Kirsch
John Leys
Howard & Siesel Maibach
Phyllis Pottish-Lewis & Adam Lewis
Paul Silva
Anne & Douglas Stewart
Paul Silva
Howard, Lori & Simon Lunche

**CONTRIBUTORS**
$150–249
Marsha Giegerid Torkelson
Anne & Douglas Stewart
Paul Silva
Phyllis Pottish-Lewis & Adam Lewis
Paul Silva
Margaret Kendall
Edward Kangeter
Marsha Giegerid Torkelson

**FRIENDS**
$75–149
Anonymous (12)
Charles Benedict
James Bohannon
Ted Burton
James Cardella
Dan & Allyn Carl
Mr. Alexander J. Castle
Tony & Nancy Catena
Pat Chun-Spieberg
Barbara Chvany & Kenneth Silbert
David & Susan Collins
Earl Crispell
Susan Daly
Earl Diskin
Anita C. Ebble
Lisa Edgar
Walt & Ella Forsiak
Barbara Fried
Laurie Glatt
Richard & Susan Gonzales
Rob & Susie Goodin
Joseph Hege
Linda & Jim Helman
Carol & Tony Henning
Joel Lynnd Herrick Stone & Rick Stone
Sharon & Steve Hinkel
Harlan & Pearl Kann
Maria & David Lafortune
Greg & Mary Lyman
Rosemary & John Merchant
Dixie & John Morse
Pauli & Sandy Muir
Bill & Jane Neilson
Joseph & Berna Neumiller
Anne Norman
Keiko Pederson
Zachary Polsky
Jean & Jack Port
Gary & Ann Potter
Ann & Donald Rathjen
Donald Riley & Carolyn Serra
Marjorie Roth
Roberta P. Saxon
Elisabeth Semel
Elizabeth T. Shun
Audrey & Bob Sockolov
Anthony & Carol Somkin
Todd Stein & Chad Jones
Margaret Stromberg
Andrew & Mary Susskind
Dorothea & Sheldon Wechsler

**PATRONS**
Anonymous (5)
Roberta Abel
Gertraud Albert
Sage Andersen
Vanessa Baker
Neil Baldwin & Rosemary Criste-Baldwin
Roslyn Begun
Anne Bentley
Judith Berlowitz
Joyce Blaskovich
Sandra Bolds
Mary Burns
Joanne Caisse
Denise Carter
Michelle Chalmers
Massimilian Chiordi
Fred Christian & Natalie Schutz
Molly Clopp
Steve & Kathy Collins
Carolyn Cox
Florence Dallin
Susan Danek
Jim DeFrisco
Bill & Parry Dent
Roy & Pamela Doolan
Sally Dudley
Maria Duval
Marna & Phil Eyring
Marcus & Shirley Feldman
Robert & Sara Fitch
Mary Foran & Stephen Harris
Julie Giacobassi
Don Goldman
Steven & Mae Gotanda
Emily Griffen
Joan & David Halperin
Patricia Hamilton
Lisa Hane
Cathleen Hanville
Ellys Heilshorn
Susan Helfrey & John Monson
Nancy Herrera
Carolyn Holm
Lorraine Hood
Charles Juhnke
Leslie Kern
Alicia Kirchner
Susan Kirk
Kayla Krupnick
William & Mary Light
Jake Lindmark

**JOINTS FOR THE WORLD PREMIERE OF OUR NEW GALA**
**A DELICIOUSLY THEATRICAL GALA TO BENEFIT BERKELEY REP**
**SATURDAY, APRIL 24, 2010**

Single tickets, Limelight, Spotlight, and Footlight tables are on sale NOW! Click berkeleyrep.org/onstage to download and fill out your reservation form today!

Questions? Contact Margo Chilless at 510 647-2909.
INVESTORS CIRCLE
Anonymous*
Wayne Jordan & Quinn Delaney*
The Bernard Osher Foundation
The Strauch Kulhanjian Family*

SEASON PRODUCERS CIRCLE
Doris Duke Charitable Foundation
Ira & Leonore Gershwin Philanthropic Fund
Jean & Michael Strunsky*

PRODUCERS CIRCLE
Anonymous*
S.D. Bechtel, Jr. Foundation
David & Vicki Cox*
Walter & Elise Haas Fund
Rick Hoskins & Lynne Frame*
The James Irvine Foundation
John & Helen Meyer*
Jan & Howard Oringer*
Marjorie Randolph*
Joan Sarnat & David Hoffman*
Betty & Jack Schafer*
Felicia Woytak & Steve Rasmussen*
Martin & Margaret Zankel*

ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS CIRCLE
Shelley & Jonathan Bagg
Becky & Jeff Bleich
Thalia Dorwick
Robin & Rich Edwards
Bill Falk & Diana Cohen*
Kerry Francis & John Jimerson
Mary & Nicholas Graves
The Hearst Foundation, Inc.
William & Flora Hewlett Foundation
Koret Foundation
Sarah McArthur & Michael LeValley
Sandra & Ross McCandless
Dugan Moore
Mary Ann & Lou Peoples*
Peter Perevere & Georgia Cassel
Richard A. Rubin & H. Marcia Smolens
Cynthia & William Schaff
Michael & Sue Steinberg*
The Harold & Mimi Steinberg Charitable Trust
Guy Tiphane*
Wayne & Gladys Valley Foundation

PRESIDENTS CIRCLE
Ken & Joni Avery
Kimo Campbell
Jennifer Chaikens & Sam Hamilton
William Espey & Margaret Hart Edwards
David & Vicki Fleishhacker in memory of Peter Sloss
Scott & Sherry Haber
Julie Matlof Kennedy & Patrick Kennedy
Wanda Kownacki
Carole & Ted Krumland
Dixon Long
David & Connie Lowe
Dale & Don Marshall
Eddie & Amy Orton
Beth & David Sawi

DIRECTORS CIRCLE
Rena Bransten
John & Carol Field
Susie Medak & Greg Murphy
Len & Barbara Rand
Stephen & Cindy Snow
The Tournesol Project
Arne & Gail Wagner
Woodlawn Foundation

PLAYWRIGHTS CIRCLE
Anonymous (2)
Stephen K. Cassidy
Mel & Hella Cheitlin
East Bay Community Foundation
Kristina Flanagan
Tom Hanks & Rita Wilson
Roger & Silvia Hoag
Patrick & Holly O’Dea
Patricia Sakai & Richard Shapiro
Kae Skeels
Wells Fargo Foundation

The following contributors made gifts to the 40th Anniversary Campaign between November 2008 and November 2009.
Anonymous
Alvin Baum, LCSW
Lynne Carmichael
Veronica Fauntleroy
Mary Hamilton
Bob & Linda Harris
Deborah & David Kirshman
Jack Klingelhofer
Lynn Eve Komaromi
Kenneth & Judith Linhares
George I. Lythcott, III
Neil & Leah Mac Neil
Hua & Nga Ngo
James & Maxine Risley
Richard & Barbara Rosenberg
Dr. & Mrs. Phillip D. Schild
Leon Van Steen
J. Weinstein
Wendy Williams

We acknowledge the following donors for their generous support of the 40th Anniversary Campaign:

Named funds
Dale Elliot Fund
Bret C. Harte Young Directors Fund
Mosse Foundation Artistic Development Fund
Jan & Howard Oringer Outreach Coordinator Position
The Bernard Osher Foundation New Play Development Program
The Strauch Kulhanjian Artistic Innovation Fund

Supporters denoted with an asterisk are members of the Artistic Innovators Club40. Club40 is a new donor program of 40 investors who make a combined commitment to the Annual Fund and 40th Anniversary Campaign of $250,000 or more over five years. Club40 has a maximum membership of 40 donors. Only 23 spaces remain.

To learn more about the 40th Anniversary Campaign or Club40, contact Lynn Eve Komaromi, Director of Development, at 510 647-2903 or lynneve@berkeleyrep.org.
ARTISTIC
Associate Artistic Director
Les Waters
Artistic Associate & Casting Director
Amy Poloskin
Literary Manager/Dramaturg
Madeleine Oldham
Artists under Commission
David Admi
Glen Berger
Marcus Gardley
Rinne Groff
Jordan Harrison
Naomi Iizuka
Dan LeFranc
Tarell McCraney
Rita Moreno
Dominic Orlando
Stew/Heidi Rodewald

ARTISTIC STAFF
Lisa Lázár
Charge Scenic Artist
Carpenter
Colin Babcock
Master Carpenter
Ryan O’Steen
Associate Technical Director
Technical Director
SCENE SHOP
Jillian A. Green
Assistant Properties Managers
Ashley Dawn
PROPERTIES
Stage Supervisor
STAGE OPERATIONS
Production Manager
Tom Pearl
Associate Production Manager
Company Manager
Megan Wygant

STAGE MANAGEMENT
Production Stage Manager
Liz Atkinson
Karen Szpaller
Gerd Walter
Production Assistants
Megan McClintock
Leslie M. Radi

PRODUCTION
Production Manager
Tom Pearl
Associate Production Manager
Company Manager
Megan Wygant

SOUND
Sound Supervisor
Heather Bradley
Sound Engineer
James Ballen

ADMINISTRATION
Controller
Suzanne Pettigrew
Director of Technology
Gustav Davila
Executive Assistant
Andrew Suskind
Human Resources Manager
Eric Ipser
Bookkeeper
Kristin Cato
Human Resources Consultant
Laurel Leichter
Database Manager
Diana Arnesquita
Management Intern
David F. Lorenc

DEVELOPMENT
Director of Development
Lynn Eve Komaromi
Director of Corporate & Leadership Gifts
Daria Heppis
Special Events Manager
Margo Chilless
Individual Giving Manager
Laura Fichtenberg
Institutional Grants Manager
Amanda Margulies
Development Assistant
Catrina Sheen
Development Database Coordinator
Jane Voytek
Gifts Entry Associate
Siobhan Doherty

MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
Director of Marketing & Communications
Robert Swiebel
Director of Public Relations / Associate Director of Marketing & Communications
Tereenee Keane
Art Director
Cheshire Isaacs
Audience Development & Events Manager
Elissa Dunn
Communications Manager
Chad Jones
Marketing & Multimedia Manager
Pauline Luppert
Webmaster
Christina Cone
Program Advertising
Ellen Felker

PATRON SERVICES
 Patron Services Manager
John Gay
House Manager
Katrena Jackson
Assistant House Managers
Cayley Carroll
Octavia Driscoll
Aleta George
Kiki Poe
Concessionaires
Matthew Avery
Beryl Baker
Michelle R. Baron
A. Ephraites Dahout
Silvie Deutsch
Alexandra Friedman
Elizabeth Guzman
Aibigel Hanson
Emily Hartman
Kimberly Jew
Zoe Kalionzes
Devin LaBelle
Ellen G. Maloney
Elana McKernan
Nora Merciecyk
Sarah Nowicki
Viqi Peralta
Jocelyn Thompson
Katherine Wepler

USHER COORDINATORS
Nelson & Marilyn Goodman

BOX OFFICE
Ticket Services Director
Christine Bond
Subscription Manager & Associate Sales Manager
Laurie Barnes
Box Office Supervisor
Terry Goulette
Box Office Agents
D. Mark Blank
Crystal Chen
Christina Cone
Leah Kaplan
Tom Torres
Michael Woo

ARTISTS
Rita Moreno
Tarell McCraney
Dan LeFranc
Naomi Iizuka
Jordan Harrison
Marcus Gardley
David Adjmi
Artists under Commission
Madeleine Oldham
Literary Manager/Dramaturg
Amy Potozkin
& Casting Director
Artistic Associate
Les Waters
Associate Artistic Director
Jane Voytek
Coordinator
Development Database
Catrina Sheen
Amanda Margulies
Institutional Grants Manager
Laura Fichtenberg
Individual Giving Manager
Daria Heppis
Leadership Gifts
Lynn Eve Komaromi
Director of Development
DEVELOPMENT STAFF
Diana Amezquita
Database Manager
Laurel Leichter
Human Resources Consultant
Eric Ipsen
Andrew Susskind
Gustav Davila
Director of Technology
Suzanne Pettigrew
Controller

ADMINISTRATION STAFF
Jan & Howard Oringer
Outreach Coordinator
Dave Maier
School Administrator
Emika Abe

SCHOOL OF THEATRE FACULTY
Grades K–8
Erica Blue
Jon Burnett
Rebecca Castelli
Laura Derry
Nancy Gold
Marlet Martinez
Grades 9–12
Rebecca Castelli
Deborah Ebanks
Greg Hubbard
Dave Maier
Adult
Erica Blue
Rebecca Castelli
Deborah Ebanks
Gary Graves
Marvin Greene
Ben Johnson
Dave Maier
Jonathan Moscone
Ryan O'Donnell
Tim Orr
Lisa Anne Porter
Diane Rachel
Rebecca Stockley
James Wagner

OUTREACH TEACHING ARTISTS
Ben Johnson
Devon LaBelle
Marlet Martinez
Alex Moggridge
Ryan O'Donnell
Carla Pantoja
Keith Pinto
Tommy Shepherd

ARTISTS
The director and choreographer are members of the Society of Stage Directors and Choreographers, Inc., an independent national labor union. The Scenic, Costume, Lighting, and Sound Designers in LORT Theatres are represented by United Scenic Artists, Local USA 829, IATSE.

DOCENTS
Chair of the Docent Committee
Thalia Dorwick
Docents
Lois Corrin
Joanna Harris
Jean Knox
Dee Kursh
Joy Lancaster
Angie Rodgers
Andrew Suskind

2009–10 BERKELEY REP FELLOWSHIPS
Bret C. Harte Directing Fellow
Mina Morita
Costume Fellow
Silvie Deutsch
Development Fellow
Sarah Nowicki
Education Fellows
Elizabeth Guzman
Kashara Robinson
Electric Fellow
Matthew Avery
Company & General Management Fellow
A. Ephraites Dahout
Graphic Design Fellow
Nora Merciecyk
Literary/Dramaturgy Fellow
Rachel Viola
Marketing & Communications Fellow
Elana McKernan
Production Management Fellow
Katherine Wepler
Properties Fellow
Anna Victoria Peralta
Scenic Art Fellow
Alexandra Friedman
Scene Shop Fellow
Seth Fly
Sound Fellow
Beryl E. Baker
Stage Management Fellow
Emily Hartman
The 2009/10 Fellowship Program is generously supported by
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Marjorie Randolph
PRESIDENT

Bill Falik
VICE PRESIDENT

Patricia Sakai
VICE PRESIDENT

Jack Schafer
VICE PRESIDENT

Phillip Trapp
TREASURER

Scott Haber
SECRETARY

Kerry Francis
CHAIR, TRUSTEES COMMITTEE

Richard A. Rubin
PRESIDENT EMERITUS

PAST PRESIDENTS
Helen C. Barber
A. George Battle
Carole B. Berg
Robert W. Burt
Shih-Tso Chen
Narsai M. David
Nicholas M. Graves
Rick Hoskins
Jean Knox
Robert M. Oliver
Harlan M. Richter
Richard A. Rubin
Edwin C. Shiver
Roger A. Strauch
Warren Widener
Martin Zankel

BOARD MEMBERS
Becky Bleich
David Cox
Thalia Dorwick, PhD
Oz Erickson
William T. Espey
John Field
David Fleishhacker
Robert G. Harris
Wayne Jordan
Julie Matlof Kennedy
Carole S. Krumland
Dale Rogers Marshall
Sandra R. McCandless
Susie Medak
Helen Meyer
Dugan Moore
Mary Ann Peoples
Peter Pervere
Len Rand
Emily Shanks
Sally Smith
Stephen Snow
Roger Strauch
Jean Strunsky
Tony Tacco
Felicia Woytak

SUSTAINING TRUSTEES
Rena Bransten
Stephen Cassidy
Diana Cohen
Nicholas Graves
David Hoffman
Rick Hoskins
Pat Rougeau
Richard Shapiro
Michael Steinberg
Michael Strunsky
Martin Zankel

Founding Director Michael W. Leibert

Theatre – On The Square
Larkspur Hotels & Restaurants offers unique hospitality and urban excitement in the heart of San Francisco's theatre district. Enjoy a night on the town – dine at our very own Kuleto’s or Bar Norcini, see one of many nearby shows, and then stay comfortably at one of our three hotels – just steps from Union Square.

For reservations at any of our three Union Square hotels – call 866.823.4669 or visit us at LarkspurHotels.com
Latecomers will be seated at the discretion of the house manager.

Visit our website!
Click berkeleyrep.org — you can buy tickets and plan your visit, read our blog, watch video, sign up for classes, donate to the Theatre, and explore Berkeley Rep.

Request information
To request mailings or change your address, write to Berkeley Rep, 2025 Addison Street, Berkeley, CA 94704; call 510 647-2949; email patron@berkeleyrep.org; or click berkeleyrep.org/joinourlist. If you use Hotmail, Yahoo, or other online email accounts, please authorize berkeleyrep@berkeleyrep.pmail.us.

Tickets/box office
Box office hours: noon–7pm, Tue–Sun
Call 510 647-2949 · toll-free: 888 4-brt-tix
Click berkeleyrep.org any time
Fax: 510 647-2975
Groups (10+) call 510 647-2918

2009–10 ticket prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE/TIME</th>
<th>PREM</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PREVIEWS</td>
<td>$39</td>
<td>$34</td>
<td>$27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUE 8PM, WED 7PM, THU 2PM*, SAT 2PM</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THU 8PM, SUN 2 &amp; 7PM</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRI 8PM</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT 8PM</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No Thursday matinees for Limited Engagement shows

Under 30? Half-price advance tickets!
For anyone under the age of 30 for most shows, based on availability. Proof of age required. Some restrictions apply.

Student matinee
Tickets are just $10 each. Call the Berkeley Rep School of Theatre at 510 647-2972.

Senior/student rush
Full-time students and seniors 65+ save $10 on sections A & B. One ticket per ID, one hour before showtime. Proof of eligibility required. Subject to availability.

Considerations
Please keep perfume to a minimum
Many patrons are sensitive to the use of perfumes and other scents.

Recycle and compost your waste
Help us be more green by using the recycling and compost containers found throughout the Theatre.

Phones / beepers / recordings
Please make sure your pager, cell phone, or watch alarm will not beep. Doctors may check pagers with the house manager and give seat location for messages. Use of recording equipment or taking of photographs in the theatre is strictly prohibited.

Please do not touch the set or props
You are welcome to take a closer look at the set, but please don’t step onto the stage. Some of the props can be fragile, and are placed precisely.

No children under seven
Many Berkeley Rep productions are unsuitable for young children. Please inquire before bringing children to the Theatre.
We want to help you rest easy – no matter where you are. That’s why AAA Travel offers Members a full-service travel agency in addition to the complete protection of AAA Auto, Home and Life Insurance as well as Road Service. We believe in giving our Members the opportunity to get away with confidence. AAA Travel provides expert and personalized travel services, discounts and support. So take advantage of all the value AAA offers and start exploring today – worry free.
Vibrant People

FLEXIBLE Plans.

The people who live here are well-traveled, well-educated, and engaged with life. The new Life Care and Continuing Care options offer you choices that fit your lifestyle. We’re also located in the thriving and historic Lakeshore District with restaurants, the arts, and the energizing ambiance of metro living. You’ve got it all. And exactly what you expect from the East Bay’s most complete senior living community. For your personal visit, please call Sherry, 510.891.8542.

St. Paul’s Towers

stpaulstowers-esc.org